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Let g(X), —T^\^TJ be a pXp (£ = 1, 2, • • • ) matrix-valued 
Hermitian function. Further g(X) is bounded on [■— TT, TT], that is, its 
elements are bounded on [ — TT, 7r]. The Fourier coefficients 

(1) *» = — f e*x*(X)<*X, * = 0, ± 1, • • • , 

2ir J -* 

are then bounded in k. We call the npXnp matrix 

An = (aj-*;j,k = 1, • • • ,») 
(an n X ^ matrix of the £ X £ blocks a,-*) the nth section block 
Toeplitz matrix generated by g(X). Notice that the block Toeplitz 
matrix An is generally not Toeplitz. Our interest is in obtaining the 
asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues of An as n—^vo. The proof is 
suggested by an argument given in the one-dimensional case (p—1) 
(see [3]) and is based on results in the multidimensional prediction 
problem [5]. 

If the real number a is sufficiently small in absolute value /(X) 
= [lP+ocg(K)] is positive definite for all X and bounded (Ip is the 
identity matrix of order p). Let Rn = Inp-i-aAn be the nth section 
block Toeplitz matrix generated by/(X). Further denote the (i, j)th 
block element (pXp matrix), if j = l, • • • , n, of the inverse R„x of 
Rn by nTfj^. The basic result on the determinant of the prediction 
error covariance matrix in the multidimensional prediction problem 
[5] tells us that 

l imdet( n fn ) = (2?r)*exp <— I log det ( )dX> 
W-+00 \2wJ-r \2w / ) 

since / ( X ) / 2 T can be regarded as the spectral density function of a 
^-vector weakly stationary stochastic process. However, 

det (nrn ) = det (jR»)/det (JR»-I) = <rn 

(see [l , p. 21]). Let X„,w, v=l, • • • , np9 be the eigenvalues of An. 
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Now 
np 

det (Rn) = I I (1 + ak,tn) 
and 

2 1 A 2 1 ££, 
lim log <rn = lim— 2 J l°g *k = lim— Z-/l°g (1 + a^.n). 

^ &=i n v=i 
Thus 

lim — £ log (1 + a\v,n) = — I log det ( / , + «g(X))dX. 

On taking $»,* = X^=i X*,», it is readily seen that 

for | a | sufficiently small (tr(A) denotes the trace of -4). This cannot 
hold unless 

(2) lim ^ = ~ f *tr(g*(X))<*\. 

L ^ jui(X), • • • , /Xp(X) &e £/ze eigenvalues of g at X, let us say for con
venience in order of magnitude. Then relation (2) implies that the 
asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues X,,» = 1, • • • , pn, is given by 

number of eigenvalues < a 1 ? _ _ 
(3) lim 2 n _ = _ £ Pfo(*) ^ o] 

n-+co pn p y=i 

where X is a random variable uniformly distributed on [ — x, TT]. Aside 
from the interest in this result for its own sake, it is clear that it sug
gests a number of good approximations for the joint distribution of 
spectral estimates in the case of multidimensional normal stationary 
processes [2; 4] , 
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